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About This Content

This is a story based DLC pack, it will add a new story to the game that you can play separately to the main storyline.

The story will follow Sara as the protagonist of this short story, it will see Sara try to come to terms with the losses she feels as
Kotoha helps her connect to a Virtual Reality machine that will aid her in moving on from her past and finding a new life on the

ship.

This DLC episode is available to purchase now at a reduced rate via the 'Season Pass DLC'.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/708180/Galaxy_Girls_Season_Pass/

n.b. if you have already purchased the season pass do not repurchase this individual DLC item.
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Puzzles aren't much to write home about. Think of it as an interactive film with nice music.. this is not a very well made game at
all, it would be sub par for a budget tablet game from maybe 2011 which is what this resembles
however, i could forgive the spiritless cheapness of it all if the AI actually provided a challenge but they dont - they simply all
putter around the track at the same low speed and you just pass them and lap them easily - they chance they have to catch you is
if you crash alot, which will also happen as the car physics are absent. there is though no need to try and even race a full speed,
you can just drive fairly casually and still easily win. This game is basiclly a virus that breaks your VR setup.

Crashes on start HMD turns totally off.
Upon reboot, my floor hight was over my head. Now it is just a grey room and none of my buttons work. I will have to reinstall
steamVR and run my rom setup all over again. Thanks alot,.

Finally got this gabage to work. The graphics are muddy, blurry and total trash. The Voice in the game speaks HORRIBLE
english. Sounds like a french guy with a mouth full of rocks. The floor hight is all the way to my neck and cant be adjusted with
OpenVR. The in game stterings to adjust hight do not work. Teleport only, you can't walk around like a normal human. You
can't even get close to the plants that it forces you to interact with, thus making the game come to a full stop before you even
play it.

0\/10. Don't waste your money on this wannabe VR Minecraft ripoff.

Vive, Titan V gpu, 64g ram, i7 core, water cooled. (That means the problem is the game, not my rig). 2 gud 5 me, 10/10 would
buy again, totally recommend.. The game is more fun than I thought.
It was a 'game-like' game during VR games.

There were some bugs in the game (sound effects bugs, character moving bugs).
But there was no big problem playing the game.

I also liked the way of playing the game by alternating two characters, and it was especially good to play alternately between the
third person and the first person.

The puzzle difficulty is not smooth, but it was good to be novel.

If you want to enjoy an adventure game with your VR device, it was a good game to recommend.
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Not gonna lie, I bought this just to support Fatshark. But the levels are actually fun. Fatshark gave us an amazing game at a
cheap price (compared to other AAA games out there that are simply overhyped garbage).. Patterna is another game in the style
of Hexcells.
However, unlike Hexcells (and other variants I've played), this game uses graphs rather than cells. This allows more complicated
connections than the others allow. Not sure if the main levels will ever be non-planar graphs but the custom levels certainly can
be. This would allow more complexity than would be possible using cells whatever shape you make them. With planar graphs, it
is still possible to replicate them using just cells but the shapes may be complicated (as Tametsi does)
It has a few different types of clues for solving and this can get complicated to follow compared to other games. I haven't played
it as much yet as the other games (hexcells and tametsi) but I can certainly see it is a very good game.

One thing I really like is it punishes you if you guess. The game knows if you could have deduced something with the current
information. I like to make sure I solve levels properly and this makes it much easier to do that.

My maths background means I especially like that it uses graphs. Graph theory was one of my favourite fields in maths I studied
so I really like that.

I'd say this game is only for those that truly love games like hexcells (and found it too easy), it is much more complicated than
that game.

Edit:
I have now seen a non-planar level though only 1 so far in the set of main levels. Though even the other levels get complicated
enough. The directed graphs do add a nice twist that isn't seen on cell based games (Though it's still possible with those, it'd be
hard to do without it being confusing.. Good RPG. Nice adventures.
The end of the game is beautiful.
Unfortunately there are some bugs, but you can let it go.
You can do all achievements.
And you can get trading cards too.. Loving the Eisenwald games it's a shame that each one gets emptier and less polished. Now
here we have the latest with so muchb potential, like all the worlds, going to waste with lack of content and an unfinished
atmosphere. You'd think they would be going in the toher direction as the Eisenwald world is rich with potential. Both gameplay
and atmosphere has the making of a many series long term franchise and yet each one gets smaller and more of a tease. I won't
give this a Negative due to getting it on sale, it's like someone bringing you just a piece of cake and taking the rest home with
them leaving you hungry and wondering why they came by at all?..lol It isn't bad, it's isnt technically problematic, I personally
haven't had any bad issues, it's just so lazy on the content side. Come on guys (The devlopers), show these games some love and
make them real and full and worthy of their potential.. The campaign mode is every bit as adolescent, immature and
melodramatic as always. But now, you can't even skip the dreadful cutscenes with the dreadful characters.

Buy this game for "Modern Warfare: Remastered". Or - even better - wait until it inevitably gets released standalone in half a
year's time.. A very, very beautiful and sweet novel that depicts love and friendship at their purest forms (and even the problems
that may come with those things...).

Amazing art, soothing soundtrack and heartfelt emotions and dialogue.
The story might seem slow at first, but as soon as it picks up, you won't want to leave the academy and the girls. Some moments
of the novel might surprise you!

My only problem with this novel is that some puzzles require very specific knowledge of certain subjects (or sometimes you just
can't understand the meaning of the questions). They probably do make sense on their own in the Japanese version.

The true ending got me even more attached to the characters!
I just can't wait to play the other novels of the series.
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